
ASTRONOMICAL LEAGUE’S BUSINESS MEETING 

July 17th, 2021 1:00pm to 4:00pm 

Regional Representative notes 

By Peggy Walker 

 

Carroll Iorg called the meeting at 1:03pm.  Chuck Allen Vice President, checked to verify a quorum @ 25 people from the 
council which was met.  President, Carroll Iorg, Vice-President, Chuck Allen, Executive Secretary, Maynard Pittendreigh, 
Secretary, Terry Mann, P/R Coordinator, John Goss, Past President, Ron Kramer, Treasurer, Bill Dillion, League Store, Mitch 
Glaze, Trust Treasurer, Jackie Beucher, Jr. Activities & STEAM Coordinator & MSRAL Representative, Peggy Walker GLRAL 
Representative, ??? Flick, MERAL Representative Al Lamperti, NCRAL Representative, Bill Davidson, SERAL Regional 
Representative, Richard Schmude, WRAL Representative, Tim Hunter.  Not sure who else. 

I. The 2020 minutes were distributed and a motion to waive the reading of the minutes only if there was no need 
to correct them.  It was seconded and the meeting moved to next agenda item. 

II. Website Project John Martin gave a presentation on the status of the website.  The main page and the store are 
two different servers and operate independently.  They are the Drupal software that is a content management system 
that is complex and versatile.  The goal is to get the League’s page to look, feel, more responsive on mobile, with 
updateable software.  It currently suffers from broken functions, not stable, has automatic update failure and not able to 
manage the club information.  The Executive Committee has looked at the 2 phases to get the site up to speed properly.  
It is a long-term process and sought the company Amextech since they were are larger organization that has bigger talent 
pool and has a good reputation for expertise.   They are in the process to give a complete audit and to give an audit and 
give a quote to complete the work. 

Phase One is to get the whole infrastructure stable and updated with solid links and effective front page management.  
For $9,000.00, they will extend the life of the site, do all the patches, get caught up to the newer release.  It currently has 
lots of custom coding which is difficult to maneuver around so Amextech can upgrade to Drupal 10, because 8 & 9 are no 
longer supported, but Drupel 7 still is and has end of life in November of 2022.  If the League continues with Drupal, there 
will need to have extensive rewriting of coding costing to low to mid $20,000 range.  

John said the best option is to migrate to Word Press which is not as robust as Drupal but the full Drupel is not being used 
now.  It is easier to find help and support since more people know Word Press verses Joomla which is another option but 
still is more costly.  A quote has not come in as of yet for the full migration to Word Press after the stabilization of the site 
infrastructure.  The quote should give the time and cost to update to November 2022, to migrate to another platform in 
2022, and pricing after the stabilization of current site that is missing security patches. 

John said Word Press advantages are that it does not have end of life issues, has long term release with updates very easy 
to do and patches come with updates of all scripts.  To do a new site with Drupal, would be to scrap and delete stuff – 
have the whole thing backed up of course, but it is more scary and tenuous.  Drupal 10 cost is not know as of yet and it 
gets more complicated.  The concern is for the Awards database, and store and E-Commerce.   

Word Press seems to be able to handle the aspects the League already has on the current site.  As the company is stabilizing 
the site, it will be done in chunks which will be applied to the website which will make what ever section they are working 
on, accessible.  This will be about 2 months of updates and the site will see more changes which should be finished in 
about 6 months. 

It was stated that the Trust fund is not able to sustain the continuing Drupal costs and is not a good plan.  However, the 
trust will pay the $9,000 dollars to get the website stabilized and ready for migration.  The trust did get a death benefit 
that has the account in very good standing, but it still is not wise to spend that kind of money on Drupal for the website.  
Crowdfunding was suggested to fund the project as an option and asked if that was in violation to the bylaws.  There is no 



violation to do that to fundraise for this project.  Jackie Beucher and Terry Mann both stated that there would not be any 
concerns to pay for the stabilization. 

Mitch stated that the store is so poorly behind the times that the shipping costs are not current and the presentation of 
the store items is not that visually exciting.  It was suggested to have the store be done on Word Press concurrently as 
they Amextech works on the main page.  Could a team of people work with Mitch to get the store upgraded now and be 
completed by the time the main site is done?  That idea is going to proceed after they garner more help.  Both the trust 
paying for the $9,000 upgrade to the infrastructure and the team to work on the store and e-commerce page for the 
website were voted on and passed to proceed on both. 

II. Treasurer’s Report  Bill Dillon  said that there was a loss of only $1,200 dollars this year and AL is in one of the 
strongest positions.  It was difficult getting the dues in since clubs were not al back together due to Covid. 

III. League Store Mitch Glaze  stated that the R.A.S.C. book sells really well and it is good branding for AL.  One project 
is to improve the office and upgrade the on line store with better presence.   The membership is very strong at 19,000 
members and are good even during the Covid issue.  He stated several clubs grew and the Amateur Astronomical 
Association of New York (a loose group of clubs in NY, PA and NJ) joined the League.  600 members.  This is the group that 
Peggy Walker connected with to partner with them for the 75th Anniversary celebration since their club hosted the 1939 
World’s Fair Exhibit where the AL was born.  They were not members and Peggy talked to them and connected them to 
Mitch Glaze a year ago.  They out of the blue contacted him and said they were ready to join. 

IV. 75th Anniversary Activities John Goss – Media Officer John is looking for others to administer the Facebook page 
that was originally set up by ill Bogardus who added John later.  They want suitable people with credentials and John has 
all the long-ins on file.  John is learning how to do YouTube Channel.  John talked about the 75th pins that are available for 
purchase. 

V. Reflector magazine Kris Larsen & Ron Kramer, Kris stated that they have a rich reserve for material with new 
people sending in articles especially young people.  Kris suggested to make the issue bigger by 4 pages which is about $800 
per issue with the postage a little bit more.  One of the four pages will be dedicated for advertisements which will pay for 
the additional pages.  The goal is to make the December issue 8 pages and if the membership likes it, they want to keep 
the new expanded version.  The cost was discussed in relation to the digital costs.  Ron said that he had stated when he 
took over that there will always be a paper copy as there are many who prefer to have a hands-on version.  In addition, 
the digital copies do track well with younger people.  It was moved and seconded to expand the December Reflector issue 
to 8 pages.  Although the increase is 11 to 12%, to cram stuff and delete stuff out to make things fit in the current confines 
is much more time consuming then adding 4 more pages. 

VI. Vice-President, Chuck Allen is responsible for 1) Nominating Committee and Elections, 2) National Convention 
Planning, and 3) League Awards. 

1. The election of Terry Mann, for secretary, and for 2-year term 2021-2023, and Bill Dillion, for Treasurer 
for a 3-year term 2021-2024 happened this May.  It was brought up that out of 201 clubs, only 41 voted 
this year.  A discussion about the uncontested offices may be the reason most do not bother.  Additionally, 
a comment was maid that people do not know who these people are.  It was suggested to offer a “Meet 
the Candidate” zoom session for an informal meet and greet.   

The possibility that the information does not get passed to the appropriate club members as it is not only 
the president, or ALCOR that is responsible for the follow through.  Mitch Glaze continued to say that 
oftentimes it is the treasurer or some random person which makes the voting process and soliciting for 
voting a bit difficult.  The top five largest clubs only had 2 return a vote this year. 

2. ALCON 2021 is Virtual this year being held on August 19-21 in a 12-session, 3-day event.  It will have virtual 
tours, door prizes with 3-minute club sponsor presentation, and virtual presentations of 2020 and 2021 
League Youth and general awards.  Thirty-four clubs responded with door prizes in the $150.00 plus range 



resulting in $7,300 dollars in door prizes.  Speakers include: Dr. Joceyln Bell Burnell the first pulsar 
discoverer, Dr. J. Richard Gott of Princeton, Dr. Suketu Bhavsar of Cal Poly Pomona, Dr. Catlin Ahrens of 
Goddard Space Flight Center, David Dunham of IOTA, Paul Cox (Slooh), our 2020 and 2021 NYAA winners, 
a VLA tour and much more.  To register go to https://www.alconvirtual.org for more information.  

ALCON 2022 will be held at Albuquerque, New Mexico at the same location of Embassy Suites hosted by 
the Albuquerque Astronomical Society chaired by Jim Fordice.  Jim will make a presentation during the 
2021 Virtual ALCON. A force majeure was added to the contract since it releases both parties of any liability 
and obligation when an extraordinary event or circumstance beyond the control of the parties presents 
itself.  Ie. war, strike, crime, epidemic, sudden legal changes. 

ALCON 2023 will be hosted by the Baton Rouge Astronomical Society in Baton Rouge, LA with convention 
chair, Steven Tilley. 

RASCAL ’24 will be a joint effort with the R.A.S.C. and A.L. held in Toronto, Ontario, Canada on June 28-
July1, 2024.  Phil Groff, Executive Director, RASC, Renee Drummond, RASC Coordinator or Marketing and 
Sales, Terry Mann, Secretary/past-president, Astronomical League and Chuck Allen, Vice-President/past 
president, Astronomical League will be the co-chairs for this convention.  R.A.S.C. has proposed more joint 
activities with the League like an eclipse observation in Texas in April of 2024, and the other an expo 
similar to N.E.A.F. in the near future. 

ASTROCON ’25 will be at Bryce Canyon chaired by Lowell Lyon who co-chaired the 2011 convention.  
Lowell asked for this title so that it will attract a number of other organization and vendors.  It will be held 
at Ruby’s Inn at the same place which is a 275-room facility and banquet hall.  With a previous 
commitment on one day, the speakers and vendors will be in two separate rooms. 

 3. League Awards there were many submissions this year and the winners are: 

NYAA 1st Place: Ryan Clairmont, Canyon Crest Academy in San Diego, CA for creating first 3-D morpho-
kinematic model of the Cat’s Eye Nebula using HST images and five different motion-velocity diagrams. 

NYAA 2nd Place: Tarun Kota senior at Eastview High School in Apple Valley, MN his project worked with 
Caltech’s Infrared Processing Analysis Center (APAC).  He built a data reduction pipeline to search for 
brown dwarfs, low mass dwarfs, and white dwarfs in the solar neighborhood using large infrared 
databases. 

Horkheimer/Smith & Horkheimer/D’Auria Awards 

1st Place: (TIE) Tyler Westering homeschool senior from Roselle, IL who is Vice President of Observing for 
the Northwest Surburban Astronomers, schedules weekly observing events for the club’s 150 members, 
writes observing articles for newsletter, works with libraries, schools, and hosts public events.  He also 
hosts his own YouTube channel called “Planets Videos.”  He has also written articles in the Reflector. 

1st Place: (TIE) Jai Shet homeschool graduate from Sugar Land, TX and member of the Fort Bend Astronomy 
Club.  He co-authored an article with his brother listed below,for the Reflector, and this is his second 
consecutive win in the Horkheimer/Parker competition. “Searching for the Milky Way,” was taken at 
Moab, UT, using a Sigma 14 mmf1.8 lens and a Canon EOS 5D Mark IV Camera. 

2nd Place: Vivek Vijayakumar he has won all three placements for NYAA Award and is a graduate of San 
Marcos High School in San Marcos CA.  “The Leo triplet was taken in Julien, CA using a C8-N, QHy-268M, 
and CEM 60. 

3rd Place: Neil Shet homeschooled junior from Sugar Land, TX and member of Fort Bend Astronomy Club. 
”The Night Sky Party,” was taken in page, AZ using Sigma 12mm f1.8 lens and a Canon EOS 5D Mark IV 
camera. 



Horkheimer/O’Mera Journalism Award Mary Kat Bauer homeschooled 8th grader from Oronoco, MN and 
is a member of the Rochester Astronomy Club.  Her entry was a tribute to Jack Horkheimer, a League 
benefactor and astronomy popularizer. 

Mable Sterns Newsletter Award  

1st Place: Dale Thieme editor of the Warren Astronomical Society Paper, “The W.A.S.P.” 

Webmaster Award  

1st Place: Don Knabb MERAL Chair, designed the ERAL website. 

2nd Place: Francisco Gonzales and Frank Kane for the Central Florida Astronomical Society in Oviedo, 
Florida. 

Williamina Fleming Imaging Award 

1st Place: Molly Wakeling from Miami Valley Astronomical Society and STELA imaging group of female 
imagers.  Her entries were “M27 The Dumbbell Nebula, taken in El Cerritos, CA ”Rho Ophiuchi Complex,” 
taken in San Pedro de Atacama, Chile and “Solar Eclipse 2017” taken in Casper, WY.  Molly’s Iris Nebula 
is featured on the cover of the 2022 Astronomical League calendar celebrating Women Imagers. 

2nd Place: Lyn Peterson from Gilmanton, NH and is a member of the New Hampshire Astronomical Society 
for her images, “M82, NGC 3034” The Cigar Galaxy, “M63, NGC 5055” The Sunflower Galaxy, and “M106, 
NGC 4258” all images taken from her backyard. 

3rd Place: terry Mann from West Manchester, OH Lifetime member of the Astronomical League.  She 
submitted “Mile 48” (aurora above forest) on Dalton Highway in Alaska, “Superior Night” (Milky Way with 
island in Lake Superior taken in Hovlan, MN and “Diamond Ring” (207 total eclipse) taken in Casper, WY.  
This last image is featured in the 2022 Astronomical League Calendar Celebrating Women Imagers for 
October. 

Sketching Award Michael Rosolina member of greenbrier Astronomy Association who sketched Sirius-B, 
the white dwarf companion of Sirius known as “The Pup.” 

VII. Book Club  since only 2 books have been requested it was decided to close this down since most folks are finding 
rare books on line.  It was only continued because there was a volunteer to do it from her bookstore in Prescott, AZ. A 
suggestion was made to see if she would be willing to be a resource for folks who may be having a hard time tracking an 
item down.  The bank account of $1,000 was returned to the League since it was for shipping costs and was not used. 

VIII. Observing Programs Aaron Clevenson gave a report that there were issued 857 certificates and now have since 
inception, issued the 16,000th one.  There was a declined due to Covid, but there are 35 coordinators, 69 observing 
programs and 105 certificates.  He is looking for a 5th National Observing Coordinator.  There currently is a 75th AL 
Challenger Certificate this year that is on-line and focuses on Jupiter it is a pretty difficult one.  Since it does not have any 
pins and a certificate from on-line upon completion.  Last year there were 63 - Outreach Awards, Bino Messier – 28, Citizen 
Science - 42, Lunar – 47, and Messier – 29.  There was a budget item for a Coordinator Pin for recognition for current and 
past people.  The budget was already discussed with Bill Dillon and these pins were moved and voted on to be accepted. 

IX. International Region Ron Kramer a proposal was read to offer memberships to international groups but those in 
1st world conditions, would be granted free membership and can still vote in elections and get all member privileges.  2nd 
year will be a fee schedule as their ability to pay.  The topic of manuals being shipped would be costly and it was brought 
up that all the manuals should be free PDF downloads.  The discussion ensued about copyright issues/loss of intellectual 
property and most stated that it is still going to happen even with the Reflector people can print that out and give it to 
folks or forward the email. A sister club program was suggested to have a US club sponsor the international group and 
fund some of the costs.  All the Youth Awards would not be good to open up internationally since some countries have a 



much greater advancement then students here, it will knock out students here domestically.  The manuals/observing 
programs could they be on a Kindle format?  A motion was made to pursue the international region with the operational 
details to be figured out in another meeting.  The motion and vote passed about 60% with a few neys. 

X. Trust Report Jackie Beucher  needed to be voted on to have her new term to continue as Bob Gents replacement.  
She was voted to fulfill the slot until 8/21/2026.  Jackie reported that the League received a large sum of funds that has 
the League in a very secure position right now.  She is also going to meet with Edward Jones to talk about moving some 
funds to them for a better return.  Tim Hunter suggested that the Executive Council devise a plan as how the funds will be 
handled so in the future, there is a protocol in place to make sure it is stewarded properly.  It was also stated that the 
Trust needed more latitude since there is no flexibility. 

During Break:  Ron Kramer, Carroll Iorg, Bill Dillon and Peggy Walker discussed the 2022 AL Calendar.  Ron presented the 
price breaks and so it was decided 500 will be ordered with 150 being delivered to Peggy Walker to take to the Nebraska 
Star Party.  The rest will go to the League Store.  Currently for the last 3 years, the calendar has broken even.  The proof 
was already accepted and returned to the printer to execute the order.  With this calendar celebrating women imagers, 
Carroll said we will promote and when we need more, we will print more.  These will be done in a few days and gotten by 
end of this week or beginning of next week.  The price is still the same of $13.00. 

XI. Regional Checking Accounts  Bill Dillion was stating that for clubs to take advantage of the 501 (C3) benefits, that 
he should be on all the checking accounts.  Chuck Allen said that Wilma Cherup Was on all the accounts when she was on 
the Executive Council, and added it is a good idea.  Bill would have the information to provide receipts for donations, etc. 

XII. Regional Representatives  Peggy Walker commented that she was asked about current regional presidential and 
officer names but with the clubs submitting quarterly reports, she is out of the loop on that.  Do the clubs need to send 
their rosters into the regional reps as a back-up?  There is no job description currently and in-some-cases, the Chairmen 
are listed to do tasks that they don’t do so what is the difference between the two?  One rep stated that if he had better 
guidance or help, his account would have been set up properly in the first place.  Peggy continued to ask if there is a 
regional advisor that sits on the board and who is it?  We submit the bylaws to the Executive Secretary but where do the 
reps go for advice and help?  Chuck mentioned that there is a job description coming along with the new bylaws under 
construction.  So, we shall find out very soon with possibly a separate meting on just the bylaws. 

XIV. IDA Membership renewal was moved and voted on to pay the $250 membership 

XV. Other Memberships Past President Ron Kramer suggest that the AL join the other organizations that we partner 
with and have worked with for so many years like AAVSO, ALPO, AMS and RASC.  There was a motion and vote and this 
passed. 

Ron Kramer moved to adjourn the meeting at 4:55PM it was moved, seconded, and passed. 


